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Chippewa Social by TAYLOR BEAUSEIGNEUR
On Saturday evening the boys of CM welcomed the ladies of Chippewa
Ranch Camp to the shores of Sand Lake. Our first social was a good one,
if I do say so myself. The boys mixed and mingled with the neighbor
campers all night long. KASE RATZLAFF and his crew seemed to be a hit
with the girls. JACK FORMAN managed to snag a couple of phone numbers so he could keep in touch with his new friends, Way to go JACK!
Meanwhile, DJ’s ANDREW BLECHMAN and myself supplied the musical
entertainment - mainly Taylor Swift and Katy Perry which JASON requested. During the evening the awesome CM staff joined together for a
The boys with their new female
trademark ‘Blame It On The Boogie’ session. SAM MAETZOLD busted a
friends at the camp social!
move! The CITs were spirited and lively as they danced to Miley Cyrus and
drank from their iconic pineapple cups. JOSH STONE was even wearing
his trendiest LA clothing! The Chippewa girls wore smiles and danced all night long. It seems like everyone
had a great time partying at the best boys’ camp in the Northwoods!
Hot Dog Cook Out by JOSH SWALES
Getting prepared and ready for the first official Hot Dog Cook Out of
2015 was pretty exciting! The rush was on to get the best campsite and my
guys were eager to find the perfect setting. Cabin 5’s fire was a tricky one
to get going as it rained earlier in the day. COLE GAWIN was very helpful
when lifting some big logs! Also, RYDER SPECTOR and JOSH KENNEDY
helped find the necessary tools we needed. ETHAN GOSSROW also helped
gather wood for the fire. With a little help from some super CITs we got
that fire going and the hot dogs cooking! At the key-log ceremony in the
evening, we found out that a second cabin helped out another cabin with
JAKE REINHARDT, CHARLIE RATTEERMAN,
starting their fire, which is so great to hear! Remember, its important
ETHAN WEISS and COLE SOROSKY enjoying
to help out each other no matter what! Oh, and am I the only one who
their sundaes on Sunday!
was a little upset that they didn't call seconds on the super sundaes?
How tasty were they?! Overall, Hot Dog Cook Out number 1 was a great
success and I'm sure we’re all excited for it again next week! Especially for another sundae!

Tomorrow's weather report

68˚

Cloud cover most of the day, chances
of sunshine but also showers.

A BIG HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO JOSH
SANDLER FOR YESTERDAY! HOPE CABIN
12 ENJOYED THE CAKE!

On This Day!

2007 - The first EVER Apple iPhone went on
sale! Only 8 years ago...
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Counselor Profile
Name: Liam Welsh O’Hare

Age: 19

Cabin: 8

Activities: Climbing, Riflery

Favorite sport: Alpine skiing

Favorite food: Full English

Role model: Tom Fallon

Film: The Devil Wears Prada

First Menominee memory: Being kept awake in the first week by TYLER
KOEHLER DAVIS (TKD) snoring his head off!

BEN KAPLAN, ELIJAH MICHEL, MICKY RACENSTEIN and
BEN APPADOO give us five top tips for cabin clean up!
During the past week, Cabin 8 has finished in the top three for clean
-up every day. This has lead to them being joint 1st overall. The boys
from cabin 8 would like to share their 5 top tips!
Tip One: Make sure everyone in your cabin has a specific job. This
means everyone is working as a team and makes clean up quicker and
ensures no stone is unturned.
Tip Two: make sure you tidy your own area first before doing your
role. This stops anyone from losing their belongings and minimizes the

Cabin 8: Winners of cabin clean up
this week! Great work guys!

amount of cleaning up after others. Once you have finished your job, go and help others with theirs. This
makes clean up faster and ensures each job is done to the highest quality.
Tip Three: Have a goal and a reward. We try to beat our score from the day before by improving on the
lower scores. We also have a cabin cleaner of the day. They get to choose everyone's jobs for the next day.
Tip Four: Use a ‘spotter’. In cabin 8 we have a 'spotter' whose job is to lead the group and make sure everyone is doing their jobs. They also jump in and help anyone who needs an extra pair of hands.
Tip Five: Enjoy it! Turn it into a game, play music or sing during clean up. It will make a boring task fun; it
will make it go quicker and it helps everyone start the day with a smile. Lucky canteen number 143.
The Editor went fishing!
Our first lazy Sunday turned out to be a great day. During Prime Time I
got the chance to go fishing for the first time ever. SCHUYLER SANDS
was very helpful-as ever-and demonstrated great patience with everyone
who was learning. Although it wasn't the best conditions to catch fish, we
still managed to pull a few out of the lake! RYDER SPECTOR displayed what
he had learnt when he hooked not just one, but two different types of fish
from the dock! Great work RYDER! ELIJA MICHEL also caught a fish after
great patience and determination. Hats off to you ELIJA! Fishing has been The boys enjoying fishing on the
very popular so far this summer and can be very rewarding! We may even
dock!
have a Megaphone Mega-fish competition for who can catch the biggest!
A QUOTE TO THINK ABOUT:
“ HOPE IS THE POWER OF BEING CHEERFUL IN CIRCUMSTANCES THAT WE KNOW TO BE DESPERATE. “
G.K Chesterton
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